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1. INTRODUCTION
Let 2, { be the Laplacian and the gradient on Rn, and Dm, p the Sobolev
space being the domain of (1&2)m2 in L p(Rn, dx). Operations such as
multiplication and composition of functions on the Sobolev spaces are very
useful, but quite delicate (see Maz’ya [10] and Ziemer [17]).
We first follow Ziemer [17, pp. 4748] to present several known results
about composition. It is well known that D1, p (1<p<+) is stable by
composition with a lipchizian function 8 with 8(0)=0, i.e., if f # D1, p ,
then 8( f ) # D1, p (see [17, Theorem 2.1.11]).
This beautiful stability is surprisingly broken for m2. Indeed, Dahlberg
[4] established that if (1p<nm, m>2) or (1<p<n2, m=2), and
8 # C(R) with |8(m)(t)|1 for |t|1, there exists always f # Dm, p &
C(Rn) such that 8( f )  Dm, p .
Some positive answers can be saved if some restriction about f is made.
Maz’ya [9] proved that if 8 # C(R) satisfies
|t| j&1 |8( j)(t)|M, \t # R, j=1, 2,
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then for 1<p<n2 and for all 0 f # C 0 (R
n),
&{28( f )&pC(n, p, M) &{2f &p . (1.1)
Here f0 is essential in view of the negative result above.
This result is partially extended to the case m>2 by Adams by means
of the Riesz potential. If f =Im V g is a potential with 0g # L p(dx) and
with Im(x) :=c(m, n) |x| m&n being the Riesz potential, Adams [1] proved
that if 0<m<n, m # N, and 1<p<nm, and 8 # C(R) such that
|t| j&1 |8( j)(t)|M, \t # R, j=0, 1, ..., m
then
&{m8(Im V g)& pC(n, m, p, M) &g& p .
For dimension n3, Im V g=(&2)&m2 g, this inequality extends (1.1)
from m=2 to m>2, but only for potentials.
Their proofs (and results) depend strongly on dimension n and on local
coordinates calculus, yielding the constants depending on the dimension n.
Using the boundedness of the Riesz transformation {2(&2)&1 in L p (see
Stein [14] or Meyer [11]), (1.1) is equivalent to
&28( f )& pC( p, M) &2f & p , \0 f # C 0 (R
n). (1.2)
A good surprise is that the constant in the last inequality does no longer
depend upon the dimension n and the constraint 1<p<n2 can be removed
too, as we shall see in this paper (it might be known in this particular context).
About multiplication, as 2( f 2)=2 f 2f +2 |{ f |2, all are reduced to the
control of the nonlinear term |{ f |2. Gagliardo [6] and Nirenberg [13]
proved for any 1p<+,
&|{f |2& pC & f & } &2f & p , \f # C 0 (R
n), (1.3)
where the case p=1 is obvious (since  |{f |2 dx=& f 2f dx). This inequality
is very useful in the studies of essential self-adjointness of Schro dinger
operators; see [5]. As the reader will see, (1.3) can be extended as follows:
if 1pq, r+ satisfy q<+ and 1r+1q=1p, then
&|{ f |2& pC( p, q) & f &r } &2f &q , \ f # C 0 (R
n). (1.4)
Motivated by the studies of the uniqueness question in quantum fields
(see [16]), we require to extend those two results to the Sobolev spaces
associated with the (generalized) OrnsteinUhlenbeck operator in the
Malliavin calculus. All specialists know that for the Sobolev spaces on the
abstract (infinite dimensional) Wiener space, the deep Meyer inequality
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plays a prominent role, and his inequality together with the logarithmic
Sobolev inequality of Gross are two main known inequalities in that
framework. Naturally we try to derive inequalities (1.2) and (1.4) from
them. Inspired by the intrinsic calculus of (iterated) square-field operators
1m developed by Meyer [11, 12], Bakry [3], and Emery among others, we
find that both inequalities (1.2) and (1.4) are reduced to the control of the
iterated square field operator 12( f ). That control was realized by Bakry
[3] with some universal constant CB( p), under the assumption that 1m0
for m=2, 3, even for general symmetric Markov semigroup! In other
words, (1.2) and (1.4) are dimension free, and they are both consequence
of the deep Bakry inequality.
We also mention the recent work by Hirsch [7] about the stability of
Dm, p for 0<m1 by composition with lipchizian function.
This paper is organized as follows. Some preparations are done in Section 2,
where especially the MeyerBakry inequality is recalled. The inequalities
(1.2) and (1.4) for general symmetric diffusion Markov semigroups are stated
in Section 3, and proved in Section 4. Finally in Section 5 we return to our
motivating example: the generalized OrnsteinUhlenbeck operator in the
Malliavin calculus and in the (Euclidean) quantum fields.
2. ITERATED SQUARE-FIELD OPERATORS AND
THE MEYER-BAKRY INEQUALITY
2.1. Iterated Square-Field Operators 1m
Let (Pt) be a symmetric Markov semigroup on L2(E, +), where E is
a Polish space equipped with the Borel field B, and + is some _-finite
nonnegative measure on (E, B), charging all nonempty open subsets of E.
We assume that (Pt) corresponds to a E-valued continuous conserva-
tive MarkovHunt process (0, (Ft), (Xt), (Px)x # E) (see [8]). The path
continuity of (Xt) means that (Pt) is a diffusion semigroup.
Let & }& p be the norm in L p(+) (or simply L p if no confusion is possible).
(Pt) can be regarded as a semigroup of contraction on L p(+) for each
1p+.
We denote by Dp(L) the domain of the generator L of (Pt) acting







For m # N* and p # [1, +], consider the Sobolev space
Dm, p :=Vm(1)(L p(+)), &Vm(1) f &m, p :=& f & p , \ f # L p(+).
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Throughout this paper we assume (except explicit contrary statement) that
there is some space of test-functions D satisfying
(A.1) D is an algebra contained in 1p<+ D2, p ;
(A.2) D is stable by L and by (Pt); and
(A.3) D is dense in L p(+) for any 1p<+.
Lemma 2.1 (see [16, Lemma 3.5]). Let 1p<+. If D/k1 Dk, p
is stable by (Pt), and dense in L p(+), then it is dense in Dm, p for all m # N*.
On the space of text-functions D, define the square-field operator
1( f, g) := 12 (L( fg)& fLg& gLf ),
and successively the (m+1)st iterated square-field operator for m1,
1m+1( f, g) := 12 (L(1m( f, g))&1m( f, Lg)&1m(Lf, g)).
Write simply 1m( f ) :=1m( f, f ). We have always
|
E
1m( f, g) d+=|
E
(&L)m2 f (&L)m2 g d+
for all f, g # D. Then as soon as 1m( f )0 for all f # D, by the closability
of (&L)m2 in L2, 1m can be extended as a continuous bilinear application
from Dm, 2_Dm, 2 to L1(+). That holds for 11=1, because 1( f )0
always.
2.2. Extended Domain of L
Because constants do not belong necessarily to the Dirichlet space D1, 2 ,
that is why we shall work in a larger space, Dc1, 2 :=D1, 2R with the
convention
1( f +c1 , g+c2) :=1( f, g), \f, g # D1, 2 , \c1 , c2 # R.
Lemma 2.2. (a) If u # D1, 2 and h: R  R is continuously differentiable
with |h$| bounded, then h(u) # D1, 2 R=Dc1, 2 and
1(h(u), w)=h$(u) 1(u, w), \w # Dc1, 2 .
(b) If u, v # Dc1, 2 & L
, then uv # Dc1, 2 & L
.
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(c) If u, v # Dc1, 2 & L
 and w # D2, 1 & D2, = p # [1, +] D2, p , then
the following formula of integration by parts holds,
| u1(v, w) d+=| 1(uv, w) d+&| v1(u, w) d+
=&| uvLw d+&| v1(u, w) d+.
Proof. (a) It is well known that h(u)&h(0) # D1, 2 and the formula
holds for h(u)&h(0) instead of h(u).
All conclusions in (b) and (c) are well known if u, v, w # D1, 2 moreover.
The passage to Dc1, 2 is trivial, by noting that  Lw d+=0. K
We say that f # De(L), the extended domain of L, if f # Dc1, 2 and there
exists some +-measurable g such that P&-a.e.,  t0 | g| (Xs) ds<+ for all
t>0, and




is a P& -local martingale, where f is the Cap1, 2-quasi continuous version of
f (see [8]), and &=h+ is some (or equivalently any) initial probability
measure with 0<h # L(+), +-a.e. In that case, g is determined uniquely
+-a.s. and will be denoted by Lf.
Lemma 2.3. Let p # [1, +] and f # Dc1, 2 . Then f # D2, p if and only if
f # De(L) and f, Lf belong both to L p(+).
Proof. This lemma is easy. The necessity is trivial. For the sufficiency,
remark that the predictable quadratic variational process (M( f )) of the
local martingale M( f ) verifies
E& (M( f )) t=2E& |
t
0
1( f, f )(Xs) ds2t &h& | 1( f, f ) d+<+.
Then M( f ) is a true P& -martingale, which implies (by taking conditional
expectation w.r.t. X0),




When f, Lf # L p(+), the above relation yields f # D2, p . K
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2.3. The MeyerBakry Inequalities
We present the deep:
Theorem 2.4 (due to Bakry [3]). Assume that 12( f )0 for all f # D.
Then
(a) For any f # D,
|1( f, 1( f ))|21( f ) - 12( f ) and 1(1( f ))41( f ) 12( f ); (2.1)
and for any 2p<+, there exists some universal constant C1( p) depending
only on p so that
&- 1( f )& pC1( p) &- &L f & p , \f # D2, p & D2, 2 . (2.2)
(b) If moreover 13( f )0 for all f # D, then for any 2p<+, there
exists some universal constant CB( p)>0 such that for all f # D2, p & D2, 2 ,
&- 12( f )& pCB( p) &L f & p . (2.3)
Moreover CB( p) can be chosen as a continuous function of p # [2, +).
Remarks (2.i). These two inequalities become equality for p=2 with
C1(2)=CB(2)=1. The inequalities (2.2) and (2.3) are at first established
by Meyer [11, 12] for the standard OrnsteinUhlenbeck semigroup by
means of probabilistic method. That is why it is called the MeyerBakry
inequality in this paper.
The approach developed by Meyer and Bakry, based on martingale
inequalities together with intrinsic calculus related with 1m , produces
universal constants which are dimension free. This is important and essential
for our later purpose (see Section 5 and [16]).
Remarks (2.ii). Under 120, for all f # D2, 2 , 1( f ) and 12( f ) are well
defined as elements in L1(+), as explained in the preceding.
Bakry proved in reality (2.2) and (2.3) only for f # D2, p & D2, 2 without
invariant part (i.e., Pt f  0 as t goes to infinity), and under the extra
technical assumption that D is contained in L (besides (A.1), (A.2), and
(A.3)). The last condition is not satisfied by the infinite dimensional Ornstein
Uhlenbeck semigroup, unfortunately.
The first constraint can be easily removed. Indeed for f # D2, p & D2, 2 ,
limt   Pt f :=h exists always in L2(+) by the spectral decomposition, and
h # L p. As Pt h=h for all t0, h # D2, p & D2, 2 and Lh=1(h)=12(h)=0.
Applying (2.2) and (2.3) to f&h which is without invariant part, we get
(2.2) and (2.3) for f.
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In order to remove the very mild technical condition D/L, by reading
carefully the proof of Bakry, we should only extend Ito’s formula due to
Meyer (see [3, Lemma, p. 167]) as follows:
Lemma 2.5. Let f (x, r) be a measurable function on E_R+ such that
(i) for each r0, f ( } , r) # D2, 2 and r  Lf ( } , r) is continuous from
R+ to L2 ;
(ii) r  f ( } , r) is continuously twice differentiable from R+ to L2 ;
(iii) supr  0(& f ( } , r)&2 + &r f ( } , r )&2 + &rr f ( } , r)&2 + &Lf ( } , r)&2)
<+.
Then there exist a version f (x, r) and N/E_(0, +) such that
v For every a>0, +(x; (x, a) # N)=0;
v +( f ( } , r){ f ( } , r)))=0 for every r0;
v for every (x, a)  N with a>0, ( f (Yt 7 {)) is continuous Px, a :=
Px Qa -a.s. and
Mt 7 {( f ) :=f (Yt 7 {)& f (Y0)&|
t 7 {
0
((Lf +rr) f )(Ys) ds
is a Px, a -square integrable martingale, where Yt :=(Xt , Bt), ((Bt), Qa) is a
Brownian Motion on R starting from a>0 with (B) t=2t, independent of
(Xt), { is the first hitting time of (Bt) to 0, and Lf (x, r), rr f (x, r) in the
integral above are Borel measurable versions.
Its proof is left to the Appendix.
3. MAIN RESULTS: TWO INEQUALITIES
Theorem 3.1. Let 1pq<+, pr+ satisfy 1r+1q=1p.
Assume moreover that q  (1, 2). If 1m( f )0 for all f # D and for m=2, 3,
then there exists some universal constant C( p, q) such that
&1( f )& pC( p, q) & f &r } &L f &q , \f # Lr & D2, q . (3.1)
This inequality holds obviously for p=1 without the constraint that
q  (1, 2), at least for f # D2, 1 & D2,  , because  1( f ) d+=& fLf d+.
It extends the GagliardoNirenberg inequality (1.3) in the classical finite
dimensional situation where E=Rn, L=2, +=dx.
Since L( fg)= fLg+ fLg+21( f, g) and |1( f, g)|- 1( f ) 1(g), we
deduce immediately from (3.1) (by Ho lder’s inequality):
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Corollary 3.2. In the context of Theorem 3.1, if f, g # Lr & D2, q , then
fg # D2, p and
&L( fg)&p& f &r &Lg&q+&g&r &Lf &q
+2C( p, q) - & f &r &g&r &Lf &q &Lg&q .
The inequality (3.1) is different from the following one proved by Meyer
[12] for the OrnsteinUhlenbeck semigroup: 1 is continuous from
D2, r_D2, q to D1, p , with 1<p<q<r<+ and 1q+1r=1p. It would
be interesting to extend that result to general diffusion semigroups.
Theorem 3.3. Assume that 1m( f )0 for all f # D and for m=2, 3. Let
2p<+ and 8: R  R # C2(R) satisfying 8(0)=0 and
sup
0{t # R
|t| j&1 |8( j)(t)|M<+, for j=1, 2. (3.2)
Then for all 0 f # D2, p , 8( f ) # D2, p and there exists some universal
constant C( p) such that for all nonnegative f # D2, p ,
&L8( f )& pMC( p) &Lf & p . (3.3)
It extends the Maz’ya inequality (1.1) and (1.2). Recall again that
inequality (3.3) becomes false for f # D2, p not nonnegative even in the
classical situation where L=2 on Rn.
Our proofs of Theorem 3.1 and 3.3 are completely based on the Meyer
Bakry inequality (2.3) and some intrinsic calculus related with 1. With
the same proofs as those of Theorem 3.1 and 3.3, we get (its proof will be
omitted):
Proposition 3.4. Let p0 # (1, +) be fixed. Assume that 12( f )0 for
all f # D. If the MeyerBakry inequality (2.3) holds in L p0 for f # D
(automatically for p0=2), then Theorem 3.1 remains valid for q= p0 , and
Theorem 3.3 is true for p= p0 .
Since L=2 satisfies 120 and (2.3) for all p= p0 # (1, +) (see Stein
[14] or Meyer [11, 12]), then we have
Corollary 3.5. For the Laplacian 2 on Rn, the inequality (1.2) holds
for any p # (1, +) with C( p, M)=MC( p) where C( p) is some universal
constant depending only on p. The inequality (1.4) holds for all 1pq
<+ and the constant C( p, q) is also universal.
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4. PROOFS OF THEOREM 3.1 AND 3.3
4.1. Proof of Theorem 3.1
We prove (3.1) at first for f # D2, 1 & D2, = p # [1, ] D2, p . By the first
order MeyerBakry inequality (2.2) and continuous extension, 1( f ) # L p
for all 1p<+. Moreover by (2.3), (2.1), and continuous extension, for
such f # D2, 1 & D2,  , 1( f ) # D1, 2 .
The case p=1 is obvious. We assume then p>1.
For any = # (0, 1) and A>2, let h=, A : R  R be a nondecreasing C b -func-
tion such that
v h(t)=t for t # [=, A&=], and h(t)t for t # [0, =];
v |h$=, A |1 and =2h=, AA over R.
Such a function satisfies for all t0
min[A&1, t]h=, A(t)max[=, t].
Consider the smooth truncation u=[h=, A(1( f ))] p&1. Then u # Dc1, 2 & L

by Lemma 2.2(a). Hence u and v=w= f satisfy all assumptions in Lemma
2.2(c) and that lemma gives us the following crucial formula of integration
by parts,
| [h=, A(1( f ))] p&1 1( f, f ) d+
=&| [h=, A(1( f ))] p&1 fLf d+&| f1([h=, A(1( f ))] p&1, f ) d+
:=&I1(=, A)&I2(=, A). (4.1)
Since
[h=, A(1( f ))] p&1 1( f, f )max[= p&1, (1( f ) p&1] } 1( f )
(1+1( f ) p&1) 1( f ) # L1(+),
the left hand side (in short, LHS) in (4.1) tends to the desired quantity
 1( f ) p d+ as A   and =  0, by dominated convergence. It remains to
control the two terms at the right hand side (in short, RHS) of (4.1).
Control of I1(=, A). Since
|[h=, A(1( f ))] p&1 fLf |(1+1( f ) p&1) | fLf | # L1(+)
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we get by dominated convergence and by Ho lder’s inequality,
lim sup
A  , =  0
|I1(=, A)|| 1( f ) p&1 | fLf | d+
& f &r &Lf &q \| 1( f ) p d++
1p$
,
where p$= p( p&1) denotes the conjugated number of p (throughout this
paper).
Control of I2(=, A). Note that (Lemma 2.2(a))
|1([h=, A(1( f ))] p&1, f )|=( p&1)[h=, A(1( f ))] p&2 |1(h=, A(1( f )), f )|
( p&1)[h=, A(1( f ))] p&2 - 1(h=, A(1( f ))) } 1( f )
2( p&1)[h=, A(1( f )] p&2 1( f ) - 12( f ),
where the last inequality follows by the fact that 1(h=, A(g))1(g) (for
|h$=, A |1), and by the inequality (2.1) extended for all f # D2, 1 & D2,  .
We have still by Ho lder’s inequality,
|I2(=, A)|2( p&1) | [h=, A(1( f ))] p&2 1( f ) | f | - 12( f ) d+
2( p&1) &[h=, A(1( f ))] p&2 1( f )& p$ } & f &r } &- 12( f )&q
2( p&1) CB(q) } &[h=, A(1( f ))] p&2 1( f )& p$ } & f &r } &Lf &q ,
where the last inequality follows from the crucial (2.3). To complete the
control, let us show
lim sup
A  , =  0
&[h=, A(1( f ))] p&2 1( f )& p$\| 1( f ) p d++
1p$
. (4.2)
If p=2, this is trivial. Write J(=, A) :=&[h=, A(1( f ))] p&2 1( f )& p$ . In case
that p>2,
J(=, A)&1[1( f )>=](1( f )) p&2 1( f )& p$+&1[1( f )=] = p&2 1( f )& p$
\| 1( f ) p d++
1p$
+= p&2 &1( f )& p$ ,
where (4.2) follows.
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Now assume p # (1, 2). We have
J(=, A)&1[1( f )A&1](1( f )) p&2 1( f )& p$+&1[1( f )>A&1](A&1) p&2 1( f )& p$
\| 1( f ) p d++
1p$
+(A&1) p&2 &1( f )& p$ ,
where (4.2) follows, too.
By the estimations above, we obtain
lim sup
A  , =  0
|I2(=, A)|2( p&1) CB(q) \| 1( f ) p d++
1p$
} & f &r } &Lf &q .
Finally combining the controls of |Ii (=, A)|, i=1, 2, we get
| 1( f ) p d+(1+2( p&1) CB(q)) \| 1( f ) p d++
1p$
} & f &r } &Lf &q ,
the desired inequality (3.1) with C( p, q)=1+2( p&1) CB(q).
Now we extend (3.1) for all f # Lr & D2, q . Assume at first that r<+.
Write R*=V2(*) which is the resolvent. Then for any =>0, for *>0
sufficiently large,
&*R* f &f &r+&*R* f &f &2, q<=2.
Fix such a *>0, we can choose g # L1 & L so that
&*R* f &*R* g&r<=4, &*R* f &*R* g&2, q<=4.
Setting f= :=*R* g, then f= # D2, 1 & D2,  and & f=& f &r+& f=& f &2, q<=.
Now the inequality (3.1) for f follows from that for f= .
In case that r= (necessarily p=q), using the Markov property of *R*
and the same argument (with &g&& f & instead of &*R* f &*R* g&r
<=4), we can find for any =>0, some f= # D2, 1 & D2,  so that
& f=&& f & , & f=& f &2, q<=
which yields (3.1) for r=, with C( p, p)=1+2( p&1) CB( p). K
4.2. Proof of Theorem 3.3
We begin with a crucial
Lemma 4.1. Assume the conditions of Theorem 3.3. Let 2p<+. There
exists some universal constant c( p)>0 such that for all 0 f # D2, 1 & D2,  ,




c( p) &Lf &p . (4.3)
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Remarks. The LHS above is defined with convention 00=0.
Proof. For any =, $ # (0, 1) and A>2, let h=, A be the smooth truncation
function given in the proof of Theorem 3.1. As noted in the proof of
Theorem 3.1, 1( f ) # 1p<+ L p & D1, 2 . By Lemma 2.2(a) and (c) (it is
applicable for the same reasons as in Section 3), we have
|
[h=, A(1( f ))] p&1
( f +$) p
1( f, f ) d+
=
1
1& p | [h=, A(1( f ))]










p&1 | ( f +$)
1& p 1([h=, A(1( f ))] p&1, f ) d+. (4.4)
Fix $. As A   and =  0, the LHS above tends to
| \1( f )f +$+
p
d+
by dominated convergence. We now control the two terms at the RHS
above. For the first term, since for each $ fixed,
\h=, A(1( f ))f +$ +
p&1
|Lf |
1+1( f ) p&1
$ p&1
|Lf | # L1(+)
then by dominated convergence and Ho lder’s inequality, we have as A  
and =  0,
lim sup
A, = }| \
h=, A(1( f ))
f +$ +
p&1
Lf d+ }| \1( f )f +$+
p&1
|Lf | d+




&Lf & p .
For the last term in the equality (4.4), using
|1([h=, A(1( f ))] p&1, f )|( p&1)[h=, A(1( f ))] p&2 - 1( f ) 1(1( f ))
2( p&1)(h=, A(1( f ))) p&2 1( f ) - 12( f )
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noted in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we get still by Ho lder’s inequality,
lim sup
A, = }| ( f +$)1& p 1((h=, A(1( f ))) p&1, f ) d+ }
2( p&1) lim sup
A, =
|
(h=, A(1( f ))) p&2
( f +$) p&1
1( f ) - 12( f ) d+
2( p&1) lim sup
A, = \| \
(h=, A(1( f ))) p&2





} &- 12( f )& p




&Lf & p ,
where the last inequality follows from (2.3) and from dominated convergence
by the same type’s control as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 for (4.2).
Substituting all the previous estimations into (4.4), we obtain
| \1( f )f +$+
p
d+







&Lf & p ,
i.e., for c( p) :=( p&1)&1+2CB( p),
"1( f )f +$" pc( p) &Lf & p .
Finally letting $ decrease to zero, the desired inequality (4.3) follows by
monotone convergence and by our convention 00=0. K
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Assume at first that 0 f # D2, 1 & D2,  . Since
|8$|M and 8(0)=0, 8( f ) # D1, 2 & L p. By Ito’s formula, 8( f ) # De(L)
and
L8( f )=8$( f ) Lf +8"( f ) 1( f ).
By our condition on 8, |8$( f )|M, |8"( f )| 1( f )M1( f )f. Then by
Lemma 4.1,
&L8( f )&pM(&Lf & p+&1( f ) f & p)M(1+c( p)) &Lf & p<+.
This implies in return that 8( f ) # D2, p by Lemma 2.3.
In the general case where 0 f # D2, p , for any =>0, by following the
proof of Theorem 3.1, we can find 0 f= # D2, 1 & D2,  so that & f& f=&2, p<=.
In other words we can find a sequence (0 fn # D2, 1 & D2, )n1 so that
& f& fn&2, p  0.
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Obviously 8( fn)  8( f ) in L p and [&L8( fn)& p ; n1] is bounded by
the inequality (3.3) proven for fn . Then there is some subsequence (nk) so
that
L8( fnk)  g, weakly in L
p(+).
But the graph of L, being closed in L p_L p for the strong topology, is also
closed in L p_L p w.r.t. the weak topology (a consequence of the Hahn
Banach theorem). Consequently 8( f ) # D2, p and L8( f )= g. Moreover by
the inequality (3.3) proven for fnk ,
&L8( f )& p=&g&p lim
k  
&L8( fnk )& p
M(1+c( p)) lim
k  
&Lfnk & p=M(1+c( p)) &Lf & p
the desired inequality (3.3) for f. K
Remarks (4.i). From the proofs above, for both inequalities (3.1) and
(3.3), it is in fact enough to show that
\|E \
1(1( f ))




cp &Lf & p , \f # D (4.5)
which is weaker than the MeyerBakry inequality (2.3) under the assump-
tion that 120.
To get some feeling about the difference of (4.5) with (2.3), let us regard
a special situation. Assume that 1( f )=i (Dk f )2 for f # D, where Dk ,
k1 (finite or infinite) are derivation (i.e., Dk( fg)= fDk g+ gDk f ), and
verifies Dk f # D for f # D. In that case, by the CauchySchwartz,
1(1( f ))=:




i \:j Dj fD i D j f +
2
41( f ) :
i, j
(DiDj f )2.
In other words (4.5) is weaker than
":i, j (DiD j f )
2" pcp &Lf & p . (4.6)
However, in this case (see Bakry [3])
12( f )=:
i, j
(Di D j f )2+:
i
[L, D i ] fD i f.
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We write this remark for the following intimate expectation: perhaps (4.5)
or (4.6) holds only under 120, and then (3.1) and (3.3).
5. EXAMPLE: GENERALIZED ORNSTEINUHLENBECK
GENERATOR
There are a number of examples for which all 1m0; see Bakry [3]. But
we shall concentrate to an example: the generalized OrnsteinUhlenbeck
generator.
Let (E, H, +) be an abstract Wiener space; E is a separable Banach
space, H is a separable Hilbert space which is embedded densely and
continuously in E, and + is the Gaussian measure on E such that
|
E
ei (x, l)+(dx)=e&|l |
2
H2,
for every l # E$/H$ :=H. Let A be a nonnegative definite self-adjoint
operator on H. The second quantization of Tt=exp(&tA) is the symmetric
semigroup (Pt) defined on L2(E, +), given by
Pt In(h)=In(T }nt h), \h # H
}n, n0 (5.1)
where In : H}n [ L2(E, +) is the n th multiple stochastic integral of Ito and
Gross. Recall that the range of In constitutes the n th chaos Cn on L2(E, +),
and L2(E, +)=n=0 Cn . (Pt) is a symmetric Markov semigroup, given
formally by the formula of Mehler
Pt f (x)=|
E
f (e&tAx+- 1&e&2tA y) +(dy).
It is called the generalized OrnsteinUhlenbeck semigroup, and when
A=Id, it becomes exactly the standard OrnsteinUhlenbeck semigroup
used in Malliavin calculus. We denote by L the generator of (Pt).
Fix C=k1 D(Ak). Let
D=FCP :=[F(I(h1), ..., I(hn)) | hi # C, F polynomial],
where I=I1 .
This space of test-functions satisfies (A.1), (A.2), and (A.3). Indeed, it is
obviously an algebra. Moreover FC P coincides with the linear space
spanned by In(h1  } } } hn), where n0, hi # C. By the definition (5.1) of
(Pt) and our choice of C, D=FCP is contained in D2, 2 and stable by L and
by (Pt). Since every element in the n th chaos Cn belongs to 1<p<+ L p
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and all norms & f & p , 1<p<+, are equivalent on Cn , then D=FCP is
contained in D2, p for all p # [1, +). Hence (A.1) and (A.2) are verified.
Assumption (A.3) is easy too: it follows from the fact that the space spanned
by [In(hn); h # H}n, n0 is dense in L p(+), and the fact that any element
In(h) in the n th chaos can be approximated by In(h1  } } } hn) # D, at
first in L2, then in L p for all 1<p<+ (then in L1).





iF( } } } ) I(&Ahi)+ :
n
i, j=1








iF( } } } ) jG( } } } )(Ahi , g j ) H .
The semigroup (Pt) corresponds to a E-valued continuous Markov
Hunt Gaussian process (see Albeverio and Ro ckner [2]). To apply the
previous results, it remains to verify:
Lemma 5.1. 1m( f )0 for all m1 and for all f # D.
Proof. A direct proof based on (5.2) is possible after a tedious calculus.
But we prefer to reduce it to a finite dimensional case.
By spectral decomposition, we may choose an orthonormal base (en)n1 #
k  1 D(Ak) = C in H and sequences of positive numbers (* (n)k  0;




* (n)k (h, ek) ek  Ah in H, \h # D(A)
and
(An)m h  Amh in H, for all m1, h # C.
Let LAn, 1 Anm be the generator and (iterated) square field operators
associated with the second quantization of exp(&An t).
For any f =F(I(h1), ..., I(hi)) # FC P, by the expression (5.2), we have as
n goes to infinity,
(LAn )m f  Lmf
in L p(E, +) for every 1<p<+. Thus it is enough to show the lemma
with An instead of A. Fix n now.
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For every f =F(I(h1), ..., I(hj)) # FCP, letting pd be the orthogonal projection
of H to the linear space spanned by [e1 , ..., ed] and
fd :=F(I( pdh1), ..., I( pdhj)),
we have for each m1 and for every 1<p<+,
(LAn )m fd  (LAn )m f
in L p(E, +), as d goes to infinity. So it is enough to show the lemma with
An instead of A, and only for f =F(I(e1), ..., I(ed)) where dn and F
polynomial.
Consider the measurable mapping J: E [ Rd defined by
J(x)=(I(e1)(x), ..., I(ed)(x))




*k(kk F&xk k F ), (5.3)
with *k=* (n)k for kn and *k=0 for n<kd. Define similarly the m th
square-field operator 1 0m associated with that O-U generator L
0. Then




J is well defined +-a.s. and + b J&1 is the standard Gaussian law N(0, 1) on
Rd. Moreover for any F polynomial on Rd, we have +-a.s.,
LAnF(J(x))=(L0F )(J(x)), 1 Anm (F(J(x))=1
0
m(F )(J(x)).
Hence for the lemma, it is enough to show that 1 0m(F )0. Its verification
is certainly known to workers in the field, but for the self-containedness, we
give the detail.
For any multi-index :=(:1 , } , :m) with :i # [1, ..., d] and with order
m1, let
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where *:=mk=1 *:k . We claim that




: # [1, ..., d] j
a:(m)(:F )2, (5.5)
where a:(m), : #  j [1, ..., d] j are all nonnegative numbers. It is true for
m=1. Assume it for m. Then for m+1, since
L0(: F )2=2(:F ) L0(:F )+21 0(: F )














: # [1, ..., d] j





: # [1, ..., d] j
a:(m) \2*:(: F )2+2 :
d
k=1
*k(k : F )2+
which is still of the desired form. The proof is completed. K
Remarks (5.i). The last part of the proof is inspired by a remark made
by Meyer [11] and Bakry [3] with a slight modification. Indeed in the
general framework of Section 3, assume that 1( f )=k (Dk f )2 for f # D,
where Dk , k1 (finite or infinite) are derivation (i.e., Dk( fg)= fDk g+ gDk f ),
and verifies Dk f # D for f # D. If the commutation formula (5.4) holds for
Dk instead of k , for L instead of L0 with *k0, 1m( f ) is of form (5.5),
then positive for all m2.
Remarks (5.ii). We notice also that 1m0 for all m2 implies by
Bakry’s inequality [3, (4.3), p. 172] that for all 1m # N, p2,
&- 1m( f )& pC(m, p) &(&L)m2 f & p . (5.6)
Though we do not use this higher order inequality, but it may be useful for
extending the results of this paper from m=2 to m>2, such as the Adams
inequality.
Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 are then applicable to this model and give us
immediately
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Corollary 5.2. Let L be the generalized OrnsteinUhlenbeck generator
and 1 the associated square-field operator defined previously. Then all conclu-
sions in Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.3 hold.
For the standard OrnsteinUhlenbeck generator associated with A=Id,
the constraints such as q, p2 can be dropped:
Corollary 5.3. If A=Id, then the conclusion in Theorem 3.1 (resp.
Theorem 3.3) remains valid for all q # [1, ) instead of q  (1, 2) (resp. for
all p # (1, +) instead of p # [2, )).
Proof. Let (ei) be an ONB of H, and D i :={ei , the derivative in the
direction of ei . Then as noted by Meyer, [L, Di]=Di f and 1( f )=
i (Di f )2. By Remarks (4.i), it is enough to show that for 1<p<2,
":i, j (DiD j f )
2" pCB( p) &(&L) f & p , \ f # D. (5.7)
This was proven by Meyer [11, 12]. K
6. APPENDIX: PROOF OF LEMMA 2.5
Lemma 2.5 is certainly contained in the folklore of product Dirichlet
form spaces. But as the author has not found the relevant reference we give
its proof.
For any = # (0, 1), let h= # C 0 ((0, +)) such that h=(t)=1 for all
t # [=, 1=]. Let P t :=Pt Qt be the product symmetric Markov semigroup
on L2(E_R, +~ (dx, dr) :=+(dx) dr), where (Qt) is the transition semigroup
of the Brownian Motion (Bt). Regarded as an element in L2(E_R, +~ ),
f=(x, t) :=h=(t) f (x, t) belongs to the domain of generator L of (P t) in
L2(E_R, +~ ) (a direct verification). Below the ‘‘quasi’’ notion is w.r.t. the
usual (1, 2)-capacity associated with the Dirichlet space D 1, 2 correspond-
ing to (P t).
Therefore f= , being in the domain of the Dirichlet form, admits a quasi-
continuous version f = of f= such that




is a square-integrable continuous martingale under P+~ 0 := Px, a +~ 0(dx, dr),
where +~ 0(dx, dr)= g1(x) g2(r) +(dx) dr is some fixed initial probability
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measure with 0<g1(x), g2(r)C, +dr-a.e. on E_R+ and g2(r)=0 for
r<0, and Lf= , rr f= are chosen to be Borel measurable on E_R.
Let 1 be the square-field operator associated with (P t), which is at first
well defined on DC 0 (R) (a core for the generator of (P t) on L
2(+~ )!),
and satisfies
1 (g)=1(g( } , r))+(r g)2, \g # DC 0 (R)
and then extended to the whole D 1, 2 . It is easy to verify that 1 ( f=)=
1( f=( } , r))+(r f=)2 under our condition on f.
Let {= be the first exiting time of (Bt) from [=, 1=]. Under P+~ 0 , the
quadratic variational process of M( f=) is given by
(M( f=)) t 7 {==2 |
t 7 {=
0
1 ( f=)(Ys) ds=2 |
t 7{=
0
(1( f )+(r f )2)(Ys) ds.
Then
E+~ 0 (M( f=)) t 7 {=2 |
t
0





(1( f ( } , r))+(r f )2) d+, (6.1)
where the last term is a finite constant independent of =. Put
f (x, r) :=f =(x, r), if =r1=, f (x, 0) :=f (x, 0)
which is quasi-everywhere well defined and quasi-continuous on E_
(0, +) (0 excluded for the moment). By the continuity of r  f ( } , r) from
R+ to L2(+), f ( } , r)= f ( } , r), +-a.e. for every r0 fixed.
To verify that f (Yt 7 {) is continuous P+~ 0 -a.s., let us remark that as =
decreases to zero, {= increases to { (the first hitting time of (Bt) to 0) and
M} 7 {=( f=)=M} 7 {=( f )
converges uniformly over compact time intervals in probability P+~ 0 and in




((L+rr) f )(Ys) ds  |
} 7 {
0
((L+rr) f )(Ys) ds
uniformly over compact time intervals in probability P+~ 0 , then
f =(Y } 7 {=)= f (Y } 7 {=)
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converges in the same sense as =  0. But since X{=  X{ , P+~ 0 -a.s. and the
laws of X{= , X{ are absolutely continuous w.r.t. + with bounded densities,
then f (Y{=)= f (X{= , =)  f (X{ , 0) in probability, by our assumption that
r  f ( } , r) is continuous from R+ to L2(+) and by a technical Lemma 3.2
in [15]. Consequently the limiting process of f (Y} 7 {=) (as =  0) and
f (Y } 7 {) are indistinguishable, and then the limiting process of M } 7{=( f )
and M} 7 {( f ) are indistinguishable, too.
Therefore ( f (Yt 7 {))t0 is continuous, P+~ 0 -a.s. and (Mt 7{( f )) is a
continuous square integrable martingale under P+~ 0 (still by (6.1)). Let N be the
subset of (x, a) # E_(0, +) such that one of the previous two properties
does not hold under Px, a . Then by the strong Markov property and Doob’s
optional time theorem,
P+~ 0(Yt=(Xt , Bt) # N
c, \t # [0, {))=1.
It means exactly that N is a +~ 0-polar set. But for such a subset N, +(Na)=0
for every fixed a>0 where Na :=[x; (x, a) # N]. Consequently ( f (Yt 7 {))t0
is continuous and (Mt 7{( f )) is a continuous square integrable martingale,
under Px, a for every a>0 and x  Na . The proof is completed.
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